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Removes duplicate Outlook email storage files (.pst) and folders from Outlook. The application can remove duplicate files from individual folders, or from your entire mailbox. The duplicate files are then added to the recycle bin. Use the application to remove duplicated Outlook files that can be viewed in the folder list or other folder views. After you have used the tool to remove duplicate
Outlook files, you can just navigate to Recycle Bin and click the Empty Recycle Bin option. You can also delete all Outlook files (as long as their original location is not being used in any other way). The application supports drag-and-drop functions, as well as opening selected files directly. You can add instructions, describe exceptions and get feedback on the removal of a particular file or
folder. You can also save the search and use it again. You can set user-defined options, such as performing a search on date, time or size. Use the built-in search to search your mailbox contents. You can specify the type of comparison (e.g., folder name matches, size equals). The application allows the user to select folders where duplicates should be removed, and where the search should be

performed. You can also define a range. You can choose whether to remove duplicate files, or just bring them to the recycle bin. You can specify how to delete duplicated files and folders when the application fails to do so automatically. If a failed attempt to remove a duplicate file is found, you can either add it to the recycle bin, or overwrite the file with a new one. The duplicate file is
deleted from the original location in Outlook, but not from the profile. Therefore, you may end up with fewer email accounts on your PST than on your original mailbox. If you want to combine two or more accounts into a single Outlook profile, you will have to re-create the inbox folders as they should be. If the search criteria do not find any duplicates, the application shows how many files
it would have removed. If you do not want the original files deleted, you can save the search and use it again. The application supports: • comparison criteria • drag and drop support • email accounts • folder names • iteration • application type • duplicate type CodeTwo PST Ghostbuster For Windows 10 Crack Key Features: • Analysis of duplicate files • Supports drag-and-drop functions •

Support for Outlook 2010/2007/2003/2002/2000 • Drag and drop
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PST Files Remover is a specialized software for removing duplicate Outlook data. The software is specially designed for users who are confronted with the problems of PST files. PST Files Remover is designed to help those people who have a large number of PST files in their Outlook. The PC scanning for duplicate and missing data is performed using special techniques. If the database of
the Outlook is scanned, the data specified to be deleted is highlighted and any unused but located records are also shown in a special table for quick archiving after deletion. After scanning all the data, the user is provided with a choice whether to delete the duplicate or moved files. There are several methods which ensure safe data recovery: on the first occasion, there is information about the
source, the copy source, recovery methods and even the ability to go back in time. The second step is the hard removal of duplicates. In this respect, the software uses so-called "Detox" method for cleaning PST files. In this process, unique copies are found and deleted, but the data that contains the duplicates is removed from the profile, so that the remaining duplicate is no longer visible in
Outlook. The PST Tools has a special feature which allows to keep a backup copy of the recovery from the first time you start it. The data is duplicated and shown in the user interface in the form of a reminder for quick restoration after cleanup. This feature is called "Snapshot". PST Files Remover Features: PST Files Remover is a very useful tool for cleaning PST files with any Outlook
database. You can scan the content of the Outlook mailbox in the various views, including previews of the items, and find duplicate and missing files. To remove all the duplicates and to restore original data, it is enough to run a special Snapshot-enabled fix of PST files. The application can be used on different systems without problems. The tool also allows you to retain original and new

backups of the files that contain duplicates. PST Tools also helps you to recover data after it has been deleted from the profile. The application provides the user with a friendly and efficient interface. The interface is designed so that the user can move quickly through each window. PST Files Remover Software Support: PST Files Remover Software Support is a software tool for cleaning of
PST files. It is highly optimized to work with both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Windows. P 6a5afdab4c
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- Unseen PST in the Outlook is deleted. - There is a chance to restore Outlook settings. - The duplicate PST file can be found in the "Deleted Items" folder. - It is possible to choose a deletion mode, which is more accurate. - PST Ghostbuster is compatible with all versions of Windows (95, 98, Me, NT, 2000, XP, Vista, 7). CodeTwo PST Ghostbuster Features: * The ghosted duplicated PST
files are deleted from the profile. * The duplicated PST file is moved to the "Deleted Items" folder. * (Stable) The duplicated PST files can be restored from the "Deleted Items" folder. * If you select the "Best Guess" option for the recover operation, the duplicated PST files are searched in the folder specified in the configuration file. * (Stable) In the "Permanently Delete" option, the
duplicated PST files are deleted permanently. * (Stable) If the deleted PST file directory is set in the configuration file, the file is moved to the specified destination (and not to the "Deleted Items" folder). * (Stable) One of the Mail subfolders is moved to the application log. * (Stable) The name of the application log is displayed in the help window. * (Stable) The program name can be set
using the registry settings. * (Stable) The program can be translated into other languages. * (Stable) There are 2 new - built-in backup operations: a backup to "Desktop" and a backup to "C:" CodeTwo PST Ghostbuster Requirements: * (Stable) Internet connection required to download configuration file. * (Stable) Office XP, 2003, 2007 and 2010. * (Stable) The error is displayed if
Ghostbuster is started without configuration file. * (Stable) The program is started directly from the compressed archive. * (Stable) The program can start automatically from an ISO file, that is a driver or boot CD of a supported operating system. * (Stable) The program can work without the presence of the Outlook or Outlook Express. The application can be used in 2 modes: - The "Quick
mode" (Full-text search mode) - The "Best guess mode" (Heuristic search mode) The "Quick mode" is

What's New in the?

It is a tool, that can delete duplicate PST files of Outlook (in many cases, the PST file appears twice in Outlook). It works under Windows 2000, Windows XP and Windows Vista. After running the program the duplicated PST files are deleted and the user will not be charged to run the program. Since the original PST is not corrupted, the deleted PST file will be returned back to the file
system when a user needs to restore or remove duplicated PST files. To do so, the user can delete the deleted PST file by removing the.ost or.ost extension from the file name. To see the list of duplicated files, the user should choose the Show in list mode or Show in tree mode. The program allows to right-click selection of one or more PST files for deletion or removal. For example, the user
can select the duplicate files one by one, select several files at once, select all files at once, select all or one group of folders, or right-click on the empty space or a folder where the duplicate files will be deleted. It is also possible to select all files in any folder: to delete all duplicated files in a folder, open the folder and select "Select All" option. The resulting search dialog will show all.ost files
in the folder. After selecting all files in the folder, the user must select the "Delete" button. Selecting or selecting the entire folders (and subfolders) in the list (tree) view selects all.ost files in that folder (and subfolders). The user can select the unwanted duplicate files and remove them from the file system by pressing the OK button. Not all duplicate files can be selected. The duplicate PST
files are marked with a "ghost" symbol on the folder, and it is impossible to select such files. It is possible to select one or more folders, and then to remove duplicated files from all selected folders by pressing the OK button. The selected folder's subfolders are scanned for duplicate files. When the scan is finished, the user can select the "Remove all" button, and only then the ghosted files are
removed from the target folders. The program has additional options. The user can change the search scope to match only.ost files in selected folders. The program can search the Windows registry to find and remove the duplicate registry keys. The registry keys that cause Outlook to display duplicated files will be deleted, and the user
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System Requirements:

Supported Operating Systems: Windows 8/Windows 8.1/Windows 7/Windows Vista Mac OS X 10.8 (Mountain Lion) or above Android 4.0 or above Processor: Intel or AMD Processor, 2.5 GHz or faster Memory: 2 GB RAM or above Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 or above Storage: 500 MB available space OS: Microsoft Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 *For Windows 10: a
Microsoft account is required
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